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IMEXHS announces first Australian customer
HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•

First deployment of the HIRUKO-AQUILA system in Australia.
Ten-year SaaS Contract
Migration of over 120,000 studies from incumbent software provider
Operating across 8 remote locations

SYDNEY — 11 October 2019 — Australian medical imaging company IMEXHS Limited [ASX: IME]
(“IMEXHS” or “the Company” is pleased to announce its Australian distributor, CrossPoint
Telecommunications (“CrossPoint”) has signed its first Australian client, NSW Central Coast-based
CMU Holdings Pty Ltd “CMU”, a mobile radiology service, covering Newcastle and the Hunter Valley
region.
The contract provides for the HIRUKO-AQUILA RIS/PACs platform to be provided for ten years.
Additionally, CrossPoint is providing Storage and Back up services as part of a complete service
contract. This contract is priced on a per study basis and therefore has no minimum monthly
commitment and is not expected to be material to the revenues of the Company. The contract can
be terminated by either party with one month’s notice.
To reflect the working partnership over the past year with CMU and their assistance with the
localisation of HIRUKO-AQUILA, for the first six months, the contract is free of charge to CMU.
CMU currently operates from 8 remote locations as well as providing an on-demand service to any
aged care facility in the Newcastle region requesting an on-site visit. From these locations, the images
are sent back to a central location for reporting.
As part of the implementation IMEXHS migrated over 120,000 studies from the incumbent radiology
solution to HIRUKO-AQUILA, which included images as well as physician’s referrals and reports.
Mr Danny Pavan, Chief Sonographer of CMU, said “We are excited to have worked with CrossPoint
and IMEXHS to bring HIRUKO-AQUILA to Australia. As a mobile radiology business, we are thrilled
with the benefits that a cloud-based solution has brought to the efficiency of our business.”
CrossPoint CEO, Mr Carlos Palacio, said “We are pleased to have been able to partner with Dr
Gutmann and CMU for the localization of the HIRUKO-AQUILA system in Australia. CMU is an ideal
client to work with on this important milestone for Australia and serves to showcase HIRUKOAQUILA’s superior tele-radiology capabilities, allowing for the efficient transmission and
interpretation of images over mobile networks in challenging regional locations.”
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In announcing the new client, Dr German Arango, CEO of IMEXHS, commented “The commencement
of this contract represents an important milestone for the Company and its entry into the Australian
marketplace. We are pleased to be able to work with CMU as a reference site for IMEXHS in Australia
and will continue to customise HIRUKO-AQUILA for Australia.”
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ABOUT IMEXHS
IMEXHS Limited [ASX: IME] is a leading imaging Software as a Service (SaaS) and ancillary solutions provider.
Founded in 2012, IMEXHS is known for its innovation in the imaging services market, offering flexible and
scalable imaging solutions via its Hiruko branded suite of solutions for next generation Picture Archiving and
Communications System (PACS) and integrated Radiology Imaging System (RIS). The Hiruko system is
completely cloud based, vendor neutral and zero footprint with no need for installed software. Enhanced
features such as a fully web-based voice recognition option and a zero footprint DICOM viewer are some of its
advanced features. In addition to PACS and RIS, imaging technology and management systems can be provided
on a Platform as a Service (PaaS) basis when packaged with equipment. The IMEXHS products are designed to
increase productivity and save money for the users, with a scalable platform that is configured for the future,
while enhancing patient outcomes. Please see www.imexhs.com

ABOUT CROSSPOINT
CrossPoint currently delivers services in over 38 countries and is consistently expanding with significant clients
in Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Singapore, Thailand, the UK and USA.
Originally incorporated in Australia in 2005, CrossPoint moved its headquarters to Singapore in 2009 and has
evolved to become a global managed services and business technology solutions provider. Leveraging a strong
technology background, CrossPoint began by offering managed office telecommunications solutions and now
provides comprehensive end-to-end business technology solutions to a range of businesses and industries.
Mr Palacio is a director of IMEXHS Limited.

ABOUT CMU
CMU (also known as ”Countrywide Mobile Ultrasound”), was founded in 2006 to provide ultrasound services
to rural NSW. In 2011, CMU Holdings Pty Ltd was formed to expand ultrasound services across the Hunter
Valley region of NSW. CMU’s services are used in Aged Care facilities of Newcastle and Hunter Valley areas.
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